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Abstract—An expression is derived for the average Packet
Error Rate (PER) of a Successive Interference Canceller (SIC)
for DS-CDMA when the number of users asymptotically tends
to infinity. The asymptotic probability density function of the
interference power is governed by a Fokker-Planck differential
equation with drift and (asymptotically vanishing) diffusion
depending on the PER function of the adopted forward error-
correcting code (FEC). In addition to the asymptotic solution
for the PER, a particle-based algorithm is also developed for
computing efficiently the PER in the finite user case.

Index Terms—Successive Interference Cancellation, Fokker-
Planck equation, Packet Error Rate, CDMA, particle.

I. INTRODUCTION AND INITIAL DEFINITIONS

Large K-user system analyses [1], [2], [3] have been
performed for DS-CDMA and random spreading (long codes1)
in terms of user (Shannon) capacity. We address instead the
computation of the asymptotic PER of the SIC multiuser
receiver when a specific encoder is shared by all users and
exact knowledge of the PER vs. Es=Nt of the adopted FEC is
available, where Es=Nt stands for the per-user symbol energy
to total noise plus interference power spectral density ratio.

Let K and N be the number of active users and spreading
factor, respectively. Let k be the user index (with k = 1 the
first cancellation), Es[k] its symbol energy obtained from a
given and arbitrary energy profile and N0 the one-sided noise
power spectral density. The per-user Es=Nt, is given by,

°K [kjNprv] =
Es[k]

N0 +Nprv[k] +Nrem[k]
(1)

with Nprv[k], Nrem[k] the residual interference from previous
and remaining users at stage k, respectively. Assuming that
when a user is decoded correctly a residual interference factor
≤ remains due to imperfect cancellation [4], and denoting
µ ∑ 1 a generic decorrelation parameter [5] (associated
with random inter-user chip- and/or carrier-phase offsets),
interferences Nprv[k], Nrem[k] can be written as,

Nprv[k] =
µ

N

k°1X

i=1

≤[i]Es[i]; Nrem[k] =
µ

N

KX

i=k+1

Es[i] (2)

where ≤[i] 2 f≤; 1g indicates the successful or unsuccessful
decoding at the i-th stage, and µ=N is the average decor-
relation factor between signatures of different users in the
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1pseudo-random codes with period much longer than the symbol period.

long code model. Note that, while Nrem[k] is determined by
Es[k], Nprv[k] is random due to the sequence of previous
packet decoding errors. Then, the SIC operation is modeled
as a Markov process of mixed states s = f"; ªg, with
" 2 f0; 1g a binary error/non-error state and, ª the real-
valued state modeling the previous residual interference power
Nprv[k]. Under the long code model, Nprv[k] and Nrem[k]
can be assumed Gaussian distributed. Then, the packet error
probability at stage k, for a given value of ª, is determined by
the PER vs. Es=Nt curve of the adopted FEC,

p1[kjª]
:
= PER[°K [kjª]] (3)

Following [3], when K ! 1, computations in the discrete
user index k ∑ K are cast into asymptotically equivalent
expressions in the continuous variable t = limK!1

k
K (0 <

t ∑ 1). As shown in the next section, this allows to introduce
Markov Process (MP) and Stochastic Differential Equation
(SDE) theories that will provide a simple method for deriving
the asymptotic results. Substituting (2) into (1), the Es=Nt

conditioned on a level of previous interference ª tends to the
following limit when K;N ! 1, k=K ! t and 1=K ! dt,

°(tjª) :
= lim

K!1
°K [kjª] =

Es(t)

N0 + ª(t) + ÆµNrem(t)
(4)

Nrem(t)
:
= lim

K!1
Nrem[k] = Æµ

Z 1

t
Es(u)du (5)

with Es(t) the continuous arbitrary energy profile, ª(t) the
continuous state modeling the residual random interference
power Nprv(t)

:
= limK!1 Nprv[k], and Æ = K=N denoting

the load factor. We can also define the asymptotic error
probability p1(tjª) and the asymptotic p.d.f. of ª(t) as follows,

p1(tjª)
:
= lim

K!1
p1[kjª] = PER[°(tjª)] (6)

fª(ª; t)
:
= lim

(K;¢ª)!(1;0)

Pr[ª ∑ Nprv[k] < ª +¢ª]

¢ª
(7)

As the error probability p1(tjª) depends on the previous
residual interference, the PER at stage t can be obtained as,

º1(t)
:
= Eª[p1(tjª)] =

Z 1

0
p1(tjª) ¢ fª(ª; t)dª (8)

and the SIC average packet error rate as,

PER(Æ) =

Z 1

0
º1(u)du (9)

where evaluation of PER(Æ), which depends on the load
factor Æ by way of p1(tjª), needs the calculation of the p.d.f.
fª(ª; t) derived in Appendix I.
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II. EVALUATION OF THE ASYMPTOTIC PER
Appendix I shows that the p.d.f. fª(ª; t) obeys the Fokker-

Planck Differential Equation (FPDE) in (20). The theory of
Stochastic Differential Equations (SDE) [6] states that, using
the Ito integral, a Stochastic Dynamical System (SDS) may be
defined as in (10), which evolves in t with state ª(t) distributed
according to the p.d.f. fª(ª; t) solving the FPDE (and with
initial conditions of the SDS matching boundary constraints
of the FPDE). This SDS, with input white Gaussian noise
(WGN) ¥(t) of two-sided power spectral density S¥¥(f) = 1
and output ª(t), becomes,

dª(t)=dt = a(ª(t); t) + æ(ª(t); t) ¢ ¥(t) (10)

with nonlinearities a(ª; t) = E(ª; t) and æ(ª; t) = ß1=2(ª; t)
given in (21). In the limit, when K;N ! 1, the diffusion
term æ(ª(t); t) in (21) vanishes, and ª(t) fulfils the SDE,

dª(t)=dt = ÆµEs(t) (≤+ (1° ≤)p1 (tjª(t))) (11)

which becomes deterministic provided that ª(0) = 0 holds
true. In consequence, (11) becomes an Ordinary Differential
Equation (ODE) with initial condition ª(0) = 0. If this
ODE is solved for ª(t) = ∑ª(t), we have from (8) that
º1(t) = Eª(t)[p1(tjª(t))] = p1(tj∑ª(t)) = PER[°(tj∑ª(t))] and
the average packet error rate over all SIC stages becomes,

PER(Æ) =

Z 1

0
PER

"
Es(t)

N0 + ∑ª(t) + Æµ
R 1
t Es(u)du

#
dt (12)

for a DS-CDMA system with an asymptotically large number
of users, load Æ = K=N kept constant and an arbitrary symbol
energy profile Es(t) (regardless of whether users are ranked
according to power or not). We remark, that the ODE for
∑ª(t) cannot be solved explicitly and Euler’s or higher order
numerical methods must be used instead.

III. EVALUATION ALGORITHM FOR FINITE K

For finite K, Nprv[k] no longer evolves deterministically
and we must work with its discrete probability distribu-
tion pª[ª; k] =

Pnc[k]
i=1 pi[k]±(ª ° ªi[k]), with nc[k] =

2k°1 the total number of possible interference values at
stage k, fªi[k]g1∑i∑nc[k] the set of interference values and
fpi[k]g1∑i∑nc[k] the associated probabilities. To compute the
packet error probability, each interference value ªi[k] has
an associated packet error probability Qi[k] = p1[kjªi[k]]
given by (3), with the same probability pi[k]. Thus, the error
probability at stage k is º1[k] =

Pnc[k]
i=1 pi[k]Qi[k]. As nc[k]

grows exponentially in k, the exact average PER: PER =
1
K

PK
k=1 º1[k], would require intensive computations. Hence,

we develop a particle-based algorithm [7] for approximating
º1[k] with a fixed number C of centroids/particles.

Let us define the C-particle set f(bpi[k]; bQi[k]); 1 ∑ i ∑ Cg
with centroid bQi[k] = p1[kjbªi[k]] associated with an equiv-
alent interference bªi[k], which is not necessarily in the set
of possible values of Nprv[k] determined by (2) and where
equiprobable particles with bpi[k] = 1=C are considered. The
estimated º1[k] is bº1[k] =

PC
i=1 bpi[k] bQi[k], where bQi[k]

must be computed recursively from bQi[k ° 1]. This is done

by operating on the associated interference bªi[k] as follows:
for each particle i at stage k, a packet decoding error/success
occurs with probability bQi[k] and 1° bQi[k], respectively, and
these events result in the following two new interference levels
bªi;1[k + 1]; bªi;0[k + 1] and corresponding probabilities,

bªi;1[k + 1] = bªi[k] + µEs[k]=N (13)
bpi;1[k + 1] = bpi[k] ¢ bQi[k] (14)

bªi;0[k + 1] = bªi[k] + ≤ ¢ µEs[k]=N (15)
bpi;0[k + 1] = bpi[k] ¢ (1° bQi[k]) (16)

producing a new set of 2C non-equiprobable interference
particles f(bpi;"[k + 1]; bªi;"[k + 1]); 1 ∑ i ∑ C; " = 0; 1g.
The resulting set of equiprobable packet error rate particles
f(bpi[k + 1]; bQi[k + 1]); 1 ∑ i ∑ Cg for the next iteration is
computed as follows,

1) Sort the resulting set of 2C non-equiprobable particles
f(bpi;"[k + 1]; bªi;"[k + 1]); 1 ∑ i ∑ C; " = 0; 1g
in ascending order w.r.t. ª, yielding the ordered set of
interference particles f(bpj [k+1]; bªj [k+1]); 1 ∑ j ∑ 2Cg
where j stands for the index in the ordered case.

2) Compute the corresponding packet error probability
particles f(bpj [k + 1]; bQj [k + 1]); 1 ∑ j ∑ 2Cg, with
bQj [k + 1] = p1[kjbªj [k + 1]].

3) From f(bpj [k+1]; bQj [k+1]); 1 ∑ j ∑ 2Cg, perform re-
sampling [7] to obtain the set of equiprobable particles
f(bpi[k+1]; bQi[k+1]); 1 ∑ i ∑ Cg with bpi[k+1] = 1=C.

The procedure is initialized at k = 1 with null equiprobable
interference particles f(bpi[1] = 1=C; bªi[1] = 0); 1 ∑ i ∑ Cg
and estimation of PER is obtained from 1

K

PK
k=1 bº1[k] where

bº1[k] =
PC

i=1 bpi[k] bQi[k]. We stress that re-sampling the
packet error probability particles f(bpj [k + 1]; bQj [k + 1]); 1 ∑
j ∑ 2Cg rather than the associated set of residual interference
particles f(bpj [k+1]; bªj [k+1]); 1 ∑ j ∑ 2Cg avoids numerical
error propagation and is crucial to the accuracy of the method.

IV. SIMULATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

To validate the asymptotic PER in (12), Figure 1 compares
the empirical PER versus Æ (3 ¢104 Monte Carlo runs) among
three spreading factors with the asymptotic PER in (12).
Uniform sampling of the exponential profile Es(t)=N0

ØØ
dB

=
14 ° 5t and residual interference ≤ = 0:1 is set for all cases.
The simulated FEC is the 3GPP Turbo Code with rate 1/3
and block length 256 QPSK symbols. As shown in Fig. 1,
for increasing K (K ∏ 128), the empirical PER approaches
the asymptotic solution, which is obtained solving the ODE
in (11) using a standard numerical method.

Figure 2 analyzes the performance of the particle method
in Section III (C = 32) for finite K, in comparison with a
finite-user version of the SDS in (10) and with the empirical
PER obtained with Monte Carlo. The SDS is computed
using Euler’s method for ODE’s, setting the variance of the
input Gaussian noise process ¥[k] to K: the discrete version
for a single ¥[k] realization becomes ª[k + 1] = ª[k] +
1
K (a(ª[k]; k]) + æ(ª[k]; k) ¢ ¥[k]), where the PER is averaged
over 103 realizations of ¥[k]. In Figure 2, the particle-based
method closely fits the empirical PER, while the SDS-based
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Fig. 1. Asymptotic and Empirical PER vs. load Æ = K=N .

method, extrapolated to finite K with diffusion the expression
within the limit in (21), is comparatively less precise at low
spreading factors (although more accurate for lower ≤’s). We
conclude thus that the particle method in Sec. III is preferable
and provides fast and precise approximations to the PER for
finite K, avoiding computationally expensive Monte Carlo
evaluations. Also, the asymptotic average PER of a many-user
DS-CDMA SIC has been derived under the long code model
for any energy profile Es(t), allowing accurate performance
evaluation even in scenarios subject to disparate user powers
and operating with/without power control strategies. Recent
adaptive DS-CDMA IC schemes addressing error propagation
may be found in [8].

APPENDIX I. EVALUATION OF fª(ª; t)

For finite K and from (2), the transition of Nprv from stage
k to k + 1 follows Nprv[k + 1] = Nprv[k] + (µ=N)≤[k]Es[k],
with ≤[k] 2 f≤; 1g the random variable related with the
succesful/unsuccesful decoding at the k-th stage. Then, the
Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [6] from t to t + dt, with
1=K ! dt and µEs[k]=N ! dª, is expressed using the
transition probabilities p1 (tjª) and 1° p1 (tjª) in (3) as,

fª(ª; t+ dt) = p1 (tjª ° dª) ¢ fª (ª ° dª; t) +

+ (1° p1 (tjª ° ≤ ¢ dª)) ¢ fª (ª ° ≤ ¢ dª; t) (17)

where dª = ÆµEs(t)dt is the differential interference power
increment associated with an error event at t. Setting p1

:
=

p1(tjª) and fª
:
= fª(ª; t), and defining either Ø = 1 or

Ø = ≤, we apply a 2nd-order Taylor expansion in ª to
(17), where p1 (tjª ° Ødª) ¢ fª (ª ° Ødª; t) is approximated
by p1fª + @ª[p1fª](°Ødª) + 1

2@
2
ª [p1fª](Ødª)

2, with @ª[¢] the
partial derivative in ª. Then, setting f+ª

:
= fª(ª; t+dt), we get,

f+ª ' p1fª + (1° p1)fª + @ª[fª](°≤dª) +
1

2
@2
ª [fª](≤dª)

2+

+ @ª[p1fª] ¢ (°1 + ≤)dª +
1

2
@2
ª [p1fª](1° ≤2)(dª)2 (18)
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Fig. 2. Empirical PER vs. load Æ = K=N compared with the SDS-
and particle-based approximations.

As dª = ÆµEs(t)dt is independent of ª, we group @i
ª[¢] terms

and, setting ¢fª
:
= f+ª ° fª = fª(ª; t+ dt)° fª(ª; t), we get,

¢fª ' °@ª[((≤+ (1° ≤)p1)ÆµEs(t) ¢ fª]dt+ (19)

+
1

2
@2
ª [((≤

2 + (1° ≤2)p1)Æ
2µ2E2

s (t) ¢ fª](dt)2

Dividing now (19) by dt, and using Æ = K=N and dt = 1=K
within @2

ª [¢], we get for K;N ! 1 a Fokker-Planck (FP)
Partial Differential Equation (PDE) [6],

@t[fª] = °@ª[E ¢ fª] +
1

2
@2
ª [ß ¢ fª]; (20)

with drift E and diffusion ß given by,

E = E(ª; t) = ÆµEs(t) ¢ (≤+ (1° ≤)p1(tjª)) (21)

ß = ß(ª; t) = lim
N!1

∑
Æ
µ2E2

s (t)

N
¢ (≤2 + (1° ≤2)p1(tjª))

∏
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